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You are free to go to your Temples, you 
are free to go to your Mosques .... You may belong to any 

Religion or Casts are creed ....That has nothing to do with 

the business of the state.
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ALFTAH, we are the mecca of the past, awaiting 

  redemption with the birth of the prophet.
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activity from the Andromedid region 24 hours earlier, when

rates averaged 100 per hour. But on the evening of the

27th, he declared "meteors were falling so thickly as the

night advanced that it became almost impossible to

enumerate them." He said observers with especially clear

skies had rates of about one meteor every second or 3600

every hour.

Additional details of the 1885 Andromedid activity

were revealed in the early portion of an 18-page paper

written by Newton and published in the American Journal of

Science in June 1886. It appears that while some

observers experiencing clear skies could not accurately

count the meteors visible each minute, others gave quite

consistent estimates. At Marseilles Observatory (France),

E. J. M. Stephan, A. L. N. Borrelly and J. E. Coggia

independently made several counts near the shower's

maximum and said the single observer rate reached 233

per minute. Observers at Palermo obtained a similar

estimate of 213 per minute during one 5-minute interval.

Using these observations, as well as others made in Beirut

and Moncalieri, Newton determined the maximum hourly

   

As the sun set on November 27, 1885, observers

immediately became aware of exceptional activity in the

sky. J. Smieton (Broughty Ferry, Scotland) first began

observations at 5:30 p.m. and noted meteors falling at a

rate of 25 per minute. By 6:00 p.m. (November 27.75 UT)

rates had gradually increased to 100 per  minute.

Something curious occurred at 6:20 p.m., when "a marked

decrease in the intensity of the shower was noted."

Thereafter, Smieton noted a steady increase to a peak of

70 per minute around 6:38 p.m., after which the shower

steadily declined. The radiant was determined as RA=21

deg, DEC=+44 deg. He described the activity as consisting

mainly of "shooting stars," but a large number of meteors

"had brilliant phosphorescent trains, which continued to

glow for several seconds after the meteors themselves had

vanished. Occasionally one of the trains would break up

into fragments, and in one instance a curious spiral form

was assumed."

W. F. Denning (Bristol, England) actually noted
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rate as 75,000 under very clear skies. His indicated time of

 maximum corresponds to November 27.76 UT.
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seem to come from some much older source .I found them through

one of the deputies of the Mir of Gazarga ,the descendant of

Mohamm..ad under whose protection they are .Gazarga is the shrine

where Abdullah Ansar ,a Sufi mystic and great local saint ,is buried in

a magnificent tomb formerly much visited by the emperors of India

and other notables.

There must be about a thousand of these Christians .Their chief

is the Abba Yahiyya [Father John], 

who can recite the succession of teachers through nearly sixty

generations to ...isa ,son of Mary ,of [nazara] ,the Kaskmiri.

According to these people,Jesus escaped from the Cross,was

hidden by friends ,was helped to flee to India ,where he had been 

before during his youth ,and settled in Kashmir ,where he is revered

as anancient teacher, Yuz Asif. It is from this period of the supposed

life of Jesus that these people claim to have got their messages.

among thedervishes page 107,third edition 1984,the octagon

press London.[An account of travels in Asia and Africa, and four

years studying the Dervishes,Sufis and Fakirs,by living among them.
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The followers of isa, son of Maryam..Jesus the son of Marry...

generally call themselves Moslems and in habit a number of villages

scattered throughout the western area of Afghanistan whose center is

Herat .I had heard of them several times ,but considered that they

were probably people who had been converted by European

missionaries from Eastern Persia ,or else that they were a relics of

the times when Herat had been a flourishing bishopric of the

Nestorian rite ,before the Arabs conquered Persia in the seventh and

eight centuries.

But, from their own accounts and what i could observe,they
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 until death do claim them

  
 and take to Thyself our souls

  
 will [duly] take your soul 

  
 when Angels take the souls

  
 or we take thy soul[to our mercy]

   
 whose lives the Angels take

   
     whos lives the Angels take

   
 if any one of you die 

   
      those of you who die

  
 our Angels take his soul 
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 it is God that takes the soul [of men]

   
 He Who doth take your souls

    


  
  


    

    
 

 
   

 

  

      
   

 

 



 

 

When Our Messengers [of death] take there souls 

  
 And take our souls unto thee

   
 When the Angels take the souls

   
 who will take our souls

  
 the Angels take their souls at death 

   
 take thy soul to Our mercy

  
 take thou my soul [AT DEATH]

  
 take to ourselves thy soul

   
 some who die bfore

  
 who creates you and take your souls at death 

  
 some of you are called to died
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  IF JESUS CHRIST WERE ALIVE TODAY. 

considering the fact that we are oppressed, we ask you for

jadgement. You must provide salvation for the Christian nations must

e saved from actions which are performed in the name of Jesus and

Christ and Christianity but which are in reality, crimes. These actions

hurt the reputation of Jesus Christ and Christianity. If Jesus Christ

were alive today, he would condemn Carter. If he were alive today,

he would release us from the clutch of this enemy of the people, the

enemy of all humanity. You are a representative of Jesus Christ and

thus you must do what he would do.(SELECTED MESSAGES AND

SPEECHES OF AMAM KHOMEINI  PAGE 72)(The  Ministry of National Guidance

Tehran, Iran)
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